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Abstract
This is the report of a master’s thesis performed at FS Dynamics in Solna and is a perfect
example of cooperation between the Nuclear Engineering branch and the Computational Fluid
Dynamics branch. The nuclear industry has got high requirements on safety since a failure
could have devastating consequences. A typical nuclear power plant has got large piping
systems pumping around water at high pressure and it is of importance that the system could
resist all possible loadings due to for example a pipe rupture. Numerical simulations of these
systems are therefore performed where 1D-codes are used to simulate different analyses. All
though these 1D-solvers are well established they have got deficiencies when it comes to
model the dynamics of certain components, e.g. a swing check valve.
This master’s thesis is made to increase the understanding of the dynamic characteristics of a
typical large swing check valve used in a system that transports pressurized water to a reactor
tank. 3D-Computational Fluid Dynamic-simulations will be performed both steady state and
for a number of different transient sequences in order to find information about the dynamics
that could be used in a future improvement of a 1D-model. Correlations between the torques,
which controls the disc movement, and the mass flows are shown and are thought to give
sufficient information about the fluid’s impact on the valve disc. Predictions of the pressure
rise that occurs when the swing check valve closes in backward flow are performed and gives
an idea of the loadings that the system has to be able to handle.
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1

Introduction

This Master’s Thesis is an outcome of a continuous work towards the nuclear industry. This
industry has got high requirements on itself when it comes to safety, and it is of high priority
to be able to ensure that the power plants can manage a wide range of possible loadings. A
typical nuclear power plant includes piping systems with large dimensions and high mass
flow rates. It is important to be able to control the flow in such way that a reversed flow can
be avoided in order to prevent non-desirable fluid from propagate upstream the system.
Reversed flow can occur in case of a sudden pipe rupture somewhere in the pipe system,
causing the system pressure to drop in a very short time. Therefore, in such piping systems,
several numbers of check valves are built in, whose function is to close if this although would
happen, however , during a valve closure for such a rapid pressure drop the flow can turn and
thereby accelerate the disc towards the valve seat causing a large slam. This is a well-known
phenomenon, and is called check valve slam. Such a slam causes pressure surges that could be
damaging, and it is for safety reasons important to be able to ensure that such forces can be
handled by the system.
There exist a large number of different check valve models like swing, lift, tilting disc and
duo/double disc to mention a few of the most common ones used in nuclear applications.
Check valves characterized as “swing”-type represents the most commonly design used with
28 % of the total population of check valves, and also stands for 34 % of the numbers of
check valve failures, according to (K.L.McElhaney, 2000). The reason to why it is so
common in the nuclear industry is due to its positive properties such as low pressure drop,
simple design yielding an economical favorability, and also due to its wide range availability
of sizes. What differs between the check valve designs, except for the mentioned properties, is
their closing time. This will of course vary within a certain valve type as well, due to different
geometries from different manufacturers, but overall the swing check valve is known to have
the longest closing time of all different check valve designs. A longer closing time during a
fast transient will increase the maximum velocity of the reversed flow. This will increase the
pressure surges, of which the pressure rise can be approximately predicted for an undampened
check valve with the Joukowsky equation (see eq.1) taken from (Thorley, 1983).
(eq. 1)
Where
is the pressure rise, is the fluid density, is the speed of propagation of pressure
waves in the fluid and
during a valve slam can be interpreted as the maximum reversed
velocity. Preferable is of course to minimize this pressure rise in order to decrease loadings on
the piping system.
A decisive characteristic of undamped non-return check valves, described by (Provoost,
1983), is the correlation between the maximum back flow velocity through the valve and the
deceleration of the flow. The maximum reversed velocity is said to almost only depend on the
deceleration, given a stationary initial condition and a constant deceleration. This is an
important dynamic characteristic since once the maximum velocity is obtained, the
Joukowsky equation can be used to predict the maximum pressure rise that can occur on both
sides of the valve, which also gives an idea of the unsteady phenomena of the valve after
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closure can be obtained. This should be done for all check valves, since the characteristic
differs from model to model and also with external loads, such as springs or lever arms. He
points out the importance of performing experiments with a wide range of decelerations since
this dynamic characteristic can change behavior in different regions of deceleration. For
example the dynamic characteristic of a 200 mm Gestra Dual Flapper Type Valve BB16 with
a super strong spring for horizontal position shows a vertical parabola behavior in the low
deceleration region, but changes characteristic in the high deceleration region (Appendix
Figure 39). It is possible to perform analytical solutions of this dynamic characteristic in order
to get a hint of how wide range of decelerations that needs to be tested in order to capture the
different regions of dynamic behavior. The disadvantage of the analytical solution is that the
inertia of the disc cannot be included, and hence the disc will follow the velocity of the water.
The knowledge of the dynamic behavior of check valves is limited. Well accepted 1D-codes
are used to calculate the overall characteristics of whole piping systems including several
check valves, but have got deficiencies when it comes to model the correct behavior of each
individual valve. Therefore the need of correct dynamic behavior of check valves is sought to
improve the existing 1D-codes to generate more accurate results in large piping system
calculations. Experiments on large check valves are limited since the forces that occur are of
such size that they could easily damage the experimental equipment.
The equations of motion, also known as the second law of Newton, is the law that controls the
movement of the disc in a check valve. In a work of (Li & Liou, 2003) a fundamental
approach using that equation to model the movement of the disc is suggested, explained as
“The net torque acting on the disc is equated to the time rate of change of the angular
momentum of the rotating mass”. The torques involved are those caused by the weight of the
disc, buoyancy, friction at the hinge pin, any external force such as a spring or a lever, and
the torque caused by the flow, the so called Hydraulic torque. The modeling of the hydraulic
torque is, according to (Ellis & Mualla, 1986), the thing that varies the most among different
approaches published. One approach used by many of the published works is to create a
hydraulic torque coefficient controlling the hydraulic torque. But, in the work of (Li & Liou,
2003) they develop this approach even further by splitting the hydraulic torque into two
separate parts, independent of each other, which treats the stationary torque and the torque
caused by movement of the disc, separately. The stationary hydraulic torque is, as the word
indicates, the torque caused by the fluid in a stationary operation, required to overcome the
gravitational force and any external force, maintaining the disc at a stationary position. The
rotational hydraulic torque is an additional torque that occurs when the disc starts to move,
changing the pressure distribution on the disc. Several experiments on a two-inch swing check
valve are made to obtain two torque coefficients, one for each component in order to close the
equations. Then one-dimensional numerical simulations for a typical valve slam test are
performed with the obtained coefficients and compared with experimental results and also
several other one-dimensional numerical simulations with other approaches. The results show
that the approach of splitting the hydraulic torque into two separate parts has got excellent
consistency with the experiments, while the other numerical simulations do not.
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Another measure of a check valves characteristics is the pressure loss coefficients, which are
necessary to know when designing a piping system for its steady conditions. These
coefficients are often given by the manufacturer for different opening angles. According to
(Ellis & Mualla, 1986) some manufacturers also perform dynamic experiments of their valves
to obtain closing characteristics for a number of flow decelerations. This gives the customer
the opportunity to invest in check valves that has got the dynamic characteristics that best fit a
certain application. In dynamic numerical simulations, like closure of a valve, the stationary
pressure loss coefficients are in some software’s used to calculate the hydraulic torque. Using
these stationary pressure loss coefficients can be inadequate for prediction of dynamic
characteristics like closing time since it does not count for the influence of the damping inertia
of the water caused by the moving disc. Assuming stationary conditions in every time step is
known as quasi-stationary and can underestimate the closure time.
An earlier master’s thesis by (Jansson & Lövmark, 2013) CFD-calculations of a tilting disc
check valve are performed. The purpose is to improve the modelling of check valves in an
existing 1D-code for piping simulations by investigating the closure procedure of the check
valve. For the CFD-calculations a mass flow deceleration is used as inlet boundary condition.
In experiments the check valve is free to affect the flow and pressure of the pump, but it is
pointed out that the check valve in CFD-calculations is not able to affect the boundary
condition. Mainly two different setups are performed, one with a weighted lever arm, and one
without. Sensitivity analyses are made in order to ensure reliable results. Mesh independency,
two k-ε turbulence models and different discretization schemes are examples of the thorough
investigation. Results are shown in terms of opening angle and torque on the disc against
closing time. It turns out that the disc with a weighted lever arm starts to close earlier due to
its higher gravitational torque contribution, but also takes a longer time to close, due to its
higher inertia. The simulation without a lever arm starts to close later, when the mass flow
rate has reached a lower value than for the simulation with a lever arm. Soon the flow turns
and the major part of the closing appears in a backward flow. This accelerates the disc and the
closing time gets shorter than for the simulation with weight, calculated from the respective
closure start.
Another master’s thesis by (Turesson, 2011) investigates the modelling of check valves in the
1D-code Relap5 and compares results of simulations of closure of a valve with CFDsimulations of the same case. It turns out that all 1D-models underpredicts closure time
compared to CFD-simulations. The probable reason is said to be that the 1D models have got
deficiencies modeling the contribution of the moving disc. Also a thorough investigation of
the CFD-settings is performed. Turbulence model, mesh density, the usage of prismatic layers
in the boundary layer, parallelization of computations and time step are investigated. It is also
tested whether or not the results differ between an incompressible simulation and a
compressible simulation. Results from their sensitivity analysis showed extremely small
differences in closing time of the valve, which was the result they used for comparison. The
fastest deceleration of the fluid simulated was -9 m/s2. The movement of the disc was
controlled with a UDF and the dynamic mesh treated with a Smoothing and Remeshing
method.
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1.1 Goal
The purpose of this master’s thesis is to increase the understanding of the static and dynamic
characteristics of a typical swing check valve since this type of valve causes very high
loadings when slamming due to backward flow. Performing both steady state CFD- and
transient FSI(Fluid-Structure Interaction)-calculations, with the disc able to move with the
flow, in Ansys ANSYS FLUENT on a swing check valve will yield daily operating pressure
losses and the dynamic behavior of the closing disc. The aim is to find trends in, and
correlations of, the dynamic behavior for relatively fast transients that could be used to either
improve an existing model, or create a new one, of a typical swing check valve in the 1D-code
Relap5. The transient FSI-simulations also hope to yield a good indication of closing time,
disc velocity and potential amount of backflow water, for different flow transients. These
types of data could be used for comparison with field measurements in order to validate the
CFD-model.

1.2 Limitations
This master’s thesis will be delimited to more or less only treat the CFD-part of the
continuous work to obtain a better model of check valves. Moderate theory of the 1D-code
Relap5 will be brought up for understanding the purpose and also for future work regarding
implementation of the results. No model for implementation will be created but the results
hope to be enough for a future implementation.
All simulations will be performed assuming an incompressible fluid, i.e. the distance between
the water molecules is not allowed to change, and hence the density is constant. This implies
that a change on a boundary condition will transfer in no time, affecting the whole fluid
domain simultaneously. If instead the compressibility of the fluid is involved, such change
would propagate with the speed of sound in the fluid through the domain. In this study forces
will not be of such magnitude that the fluid would deform significantly, however, still the
delay can cause problems. A transient boundary condition changing with a speed close to the
speed of sound in the fluid would in reality cause a noticeable delay of that signal through the
domain, but this is not captured when assuming incompressibility.
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2

Theory

In this chapter the theory needed to perform this work is brought up. The physics of a rigid
body rotation, a brief summary about today’s modeling techniques for swing check valves
together with the theory of computational fluid dynamics will summarize the knowledge
needed to perform this master’s thesis.

2.1 Swing check valve
As mentioned in the introduction the purpose of a check valve is to prevent a fluid flow from
travel in the upstream direction. A swing check valve fulfills this purpose by letting a hinged
disc close against a so called valve seat when the force caused by the pressure distribution on
the disc is not large enough to overcome the weight of the disc. Figure 1 shows a typical
swing check model for illustration.

Figure 1 - Typical swing check valve - Picture taken from http://www.dezurik.com/products/product-line/check-valves/swingcheck-valves-cvs/8/37

As mentioned in Introduction these types of check valves are known to have the longest
closing time. This is due to high inertia of the closing disc, and its long distance to travel until
the valve is fully closed.

2.2 Disc movement
To be able to control the movement of the disc in the simulations, its physics has to be
evaluated. A planar rigid body rotation about a fixed axis in point A can be evaluated from
Newton’s second law of motion, and becomes:
̈

∑

(eq. 2)

where the net torque TA acting around the axis which is perpendicular to the angular motion is
equal to the product of the body’s inertia around the same axis and its angular acceleration ̈ .
The inertia IA is the total inertia moved to the axis in point A and is defined as:
∫
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(eq. 3)

Where ρ is the density of the material, which could be a function of r, and r is the
perpendicular distance from the axis of interest, in this case the y-axis, to all infinitesimally
small volume elements dV. In almost every CAD-program the inertia tensor can be evaluated,
and by using the parallel axis theorem, it is possible to translate the inertia a perpendicular
distance RCG to an axis A parallel to a principal direction that coincide with the y-direction.
∫

(eq. 4)

The total inertia ICG is defined in the joint center of mass of all inertias involved. In this
particular case these consists of the disc and the arm, but there could also be external parts,
such as a spring or a lever that also contributes to the total inertia.
(eq. 5)

Figure 2 - Description and visualization of geometrical variables used in equations

The Torques involved are those caused by the weight of the valve disc, the buoyancy of the
water which counteracts the weight torque, the torque caused by friction at the hinge pin and
the hydraulic torque, caused by the surrounding fluid. In many check valves there also exist
external parts like a spring or a lever that also generates a torque around the rotational axis,
this is called Te.
∑

(eq. 6)

The magnitude of each torque is obtained by taking the scalar product of each
induvidual torque vector with a unit vector n pointing in the direction of the axis.
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The torques caused by weight and boyancy are only dependent on material properties
and the disc position.
(eq. 7)
(eq. 8)
Where RCG is the distance vector to the center of gravity and g is the gravity vector
pointing towards the earth with a magnitude of 9.82 m/s2.
The friction forces that will occur at the hinge pin is in most availible work negligible,
since its magnitude in comparison to other forces is very small. In the work of (Li & Liou,
2003) they take the friction into account when creating a numerical model for solving
the dynamics of a swing check valve. This is because they compare their results with
experiments that are made on a relatively small check valve, about five cm in diameter,
for which the influence of the friction forces can be noteworthy. They point out that the
influence of friction for large valves though is small. The friction force on all solid-solid
contact surfaces Ss generates a torque, defined as follows:
∫

(eq. 9)

Where dFf is the friction force vector on every surface element dSs of contact and is
dependent on the normal contact force between the bodies, and a resulting friction
coefficient of the contacting materials. This friction coeffient has got different values for
static and kinematic states and empirical values are availible for different material
contacts.
The hydraulic torque is caused by the force that occurs when the so called surface
traction acts on the surface. The surface traction is caused by the so called Cauchy stress
tensor
which can be divided into a pure hydrostatic part, i.e. pressure, and a pure
deviatoric part, i.e. viscous effects.
(eq. 10)
where

is the Kronecker delta, which is = (

)

The pure hydrostatic part treats the pressure, caused by normal stresses. If dA is a
vector, normal to a surface element dS, with the same length as the area of dS, and r is
the distance vector to the center of this element, the pressure torque becomes
∫

(eq. 11)

The pure deviatoric part of the stress tensor treates the viscous stresses. Assuming an
isotropic and newtonian fluid, the viscous stress can be related to the rate of
deformation of the fluid with only two viscosities µ and λ. µ is the dynamic viscosity and
is related to the rate-of-strain tensor and λ is the bulk viscosity related only to the rate of
16

expansion of the flow. The bulk viscosity is in an incompressible flow not relevant, since
the continuity equation equals zero and the second term in eq. 12 disappears. In a
compressible flow it often is set to two thirds of the dynamic viscocity and can thereby
be woven into the first term.
(

)

(

)

(eq. 12)

Let dFv be the viscous force vector acting across an infinitesimally small surface element
dS, and dFvi is its components along each coordinate axis. And let dAj in the same way be
the components of dA which is a vector, normal to the surface element and with the
length representing the area of dS. Then the viscous force components can be written as:
∑

(eq. 13)

forming the viscous force vector dFv according to

(

)

(eq. 14)

The total torque caused by viscous effects becomes:
∫

(eq. 15)

The total torque caused by surface traction is obtained by adding the contributions from
pressure and viscous effects.
(eq. 16)

2.3 Check valve modeling in 1D
A simulation in Relap5, which is the 1D-code used at FS Dynamics for simulating large
piping systems, is performed by creating so called hydraulic cells of which properties are
evaluated in each cell centre. One cell represents a part of the system, e.g. a pipe part or a
check valve. There is thus no way of calculating the pressure directly on a physical object,
such as a check valve disc. Therefore there exist models for a various number of components
that can model the forces and torques as functions of quantities calculated by the solver. A
famous model for a swing check valve is the so called inrvlv. To calculate the angular position
of the valve disc in time the rotational version of Newton’s second law is used, and as
mentioned earlier the difficult part is to solve the hydraulic torque contribution. In the inrvlvmodel this is calculated using the pressure loss over the valve, the projected disc area and the
distance between the hinge pin and the center of mass of the disc.
The pressure loss is calculated using the so called Abrupt area change model, which is
actually just a throat causing a pressure drop. It is assumed that the opening area between the
disc and the valve seat creates the same pressure drop as an orifice in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Illustration of the orifice geometry used in Relap5 to calculate the pressure drop over a swing check valve

Once the pressure drop is obtained the torque is calculated using eq. 17.
(eq. 17)
Where PK is the pressure obtained in the cell just upstream the valve, PL the pressure obtained
in the cell just downstream the valve, L the moment arm from the rotational axis to the center
of mass of the disc and AP the projected area of the disc in the direction of flow calculated as
in eq.18.
(eq. 18)
Where r is the disc radius and

is the disc angle from the vertical plane to the disc.

It is also possible in Relap5 to use control variables to create own models of different
components, which makes it possible to customize the simulations for a specific case. Control
variables could be any quantity needed to model the movement of the disc, e.g. mass flow,
velocity, pressure. (Nuclear Safety Analysis Division, Mars 2003)
As explained in the work of (Li & Liou, 2003), the total hydraulic torque can be divided in to
the two additive components such that the hydraulic torque is the sum of these components.
(eq. 19)
They create two independent hydraulic torque coefficients, corresponding to each torque
component. They define the stationary hydraulic torque as
|

|

(eq. 20)

And the rotational hydraulic torque as
|

̇

|
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(eq. 21)

Where ρ is the fluid density, Av is the disc area, V is the fluid velocity defined as the
volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area of the pipe, L is the distance between
the rotational axis and the center of mass of the disc, and ̇ is the angular velocity of the disc.
The stationary hydraulic torque coefficient is said to be dependent only on the disc angle and
direction of the flow, and is developed by running steady state experiments for a wide range
of angles for both forward and backward flow. Ignoring the solid-solid friction, the torques
involved are only those caused by the weight of the disc, and the fluid, also called the
hydraulic torque. An external torque TE is also applied to be able to hold the disc at a certain
angle when testing different mass flow rates. The equation of motion (eq. 2) then becomes:
|

|

|



|

|

|

|

| |

|



(eq. 22)
|

|

(eq. 23)
(eq. 24)

Since it in CFD-calculations is possible to measure the hydraulic torque directly, the equation
for the stationary hydraulic torque can simply be evaluated with eq. 25.
|

|

(eq. 25)

The rotational hydraulic torque coefficient is said to depend on the angular position and
angular velocity of the disc, and the direction and magnitude of the fluid flow. Experiments in
forward and backward flows with different magnitude are performed, releasing the disc from
a steady state top position while recording the angle and angular velocity during the closure.
The equation of motion is solved again, still neglecting friction, and now includes the
following:
(|

| |

| |

̈)

|

(eq. 26)

̇

The positive sign in front of THS should be used when the flow travels in reversed flow, and
negative sign when the flow is traveling in forward flow. It is of course not possible to
measure the hydraulic torque coming only from the rotation, but still the total hydraulic torque
can be measured, so:
̇



|

|
̇

(eq. 27)
(eq. 28)

Where THS is derived with eq. 20 with CHS derived in steady state simulations according to the
previous section.
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2.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
CFD is about describing the physics of a fluid flow by solving the governing equations that
are based on the three conservation laws of physics, i.e. the conservation of mass,
conservation of momentum and conservation of energy. The fluid is always regarded as a
continuum, i.e. all molecular structures and motions are ignored and macroscopic properties
are applied regardless of the size of an observed fluid element. (Versteeg & Malalasekera,
2007)
2.4.1 The governing equations
The conservation of mass forms the first governing equation, Continuity, which states that
the rate of increase of mass in a fluid element is equal to the net rate of mass flow into it. For
an unsteady three dimensional incompressible flow, the continuity equation in index notation
becomes:
(eq. 29)
(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
The conservation of momentum forms the second governing equation and is derived from
Newton’s second law, which states that the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle
equals the sum of forces acting on it. The forces can be divided into surface forces and body
forces, for which pressure and viscous forces belong to surface forces and gravity, centrifugal,
Coriolis and electromagnetic forces belongs to body forces. If the surface forces are
evaluated, and the body forces are gathered in a so called source term SM, it is possible to
form the three momentum equations, which in index notation can be written as:
(

(

)

)

(eq. 30)

(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
The conservation of energy forms the third governing equation and is derived from the first
law of thermodynamics, which states that the rate of change of energy of a fluid particle is
equal to the rate of heat addition to the fluid particle plus the rate of work done on the particle.
When an incompressible assumption is made, this equation is not necessary to solve and is
therefore left out in this thesis. (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
What is left is the viscous stress , which is often modelled as a function of the local rate of
deformation , which in its turn is composed of the linear deformation rate and the
volumetric deformation rate. Assuming a Newtonian fluid with isotropic properties, the
viscous stresses are said to be proportional to the rates of deformation with two
proportionality constants, one for each equation of deformation. Implementing this into the
governing equations, the so-called Navier Stokes Equations are obtained, treating the timedependent three-dimensional fluid flow and heat transfer of an incompressible Newtonian
fluid.
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(eq. 31)
(

(

)

)

(

)

= 1, 2, 3
(eq. 32a 32b 32c)

(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
Almost all industrial flows are unstable and chaotic due to high Reynolds number, causing the
fluid properties to vary in time and space in an irregular manner. This is known as turbulence.
The so called Reynolds number is defined as Re = UL/ν, where U is the velocity, L is a
characteristic length and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The characteristic length is a
geometrical measure, typically the diameter of a pipe or the chord length of an airfoil. If the
Reynolds number is low enough, the flow is said to be laminar, and does not fluctuates in
time. (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
Turbulence are fluctuations caused by recirculating structures, so called eddies, with a wide
range of sizes. These does also have characteristic lengths and velocities, where the largest
eddies typically has got the same characteristic length and velocity as the mean flow. These
large eddies extract their energy from the mean flow, and are dominated by inertia effects and
the viscous effects are negligible. Smaller eddies extract their energy from the larger eddies,
and the energy continues to travel down to the smallest eddies, for which the viscous effects
are dominant, finally ending up into thermal internal energy.
Through Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) it is possible to simulate the flow exactly by
solving the discretized Navier Stokes equation on such a fine mesh with such a fine time
resolution that even the smallest scales, known as Kolmogorov’s scales, for which the
turbulent kinetic energy dissipates to internal energy, are solved. Although DNS probably
generate results closest to reality, it is not possible to perform on industrial flows with today’s
computational power, since it requires such an extremely fine resolution both in time and
space. Although pretty much all industrial flows are turbulent, sufficient information can in
most cases be found in the mean flow properties of a flow. Turbulence increase the
convective transfer of energy- and momentum, which makes it necessary to still take into
account, but solving the turbulent structures might not always be necessary. Therefore there is
need for an approach that does not solve the turbulence, but still count for its influence on the
mean flow. This is known as Turbulence modelling. (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
2.4.2 RANS
By using the so called Reynolds decomposition, time dependent velocities and pressure at a
certain position in space is divided into a time-averaged component and a fluctuating
component (see eq. 33-34)
(eq. 33)
(eq. 34)
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Substituting this into the instantaneous Navier Stokes equations and averaging over time
creates additional partial differential equation-terms containing products of the fluctuating
components in the now time averaged equations of momentum. In fact they also appear in any
time averaged scalar transport equation, such as temperature or enthalpy. These additional
fluctuation terms are called the Reynolds stresses and the instantaneous Navier Stokes
equations have transformed into the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations.
Now, the added fluctuating components, creating these Reynolds stresses, have to be
modeled. (Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007)
2.4.2.1 Turbulence modelling
As mentioned above, modelling turbulence is about predicting the Reynolds stresses and
thereby close the RANS-equations and any additional transported scalar. There exists a fair
amount of different models today, and new ones are developed, that all work differently in
different applications. They are often divided into groups in terms of how many extra
transport equations that need to be solved in order to close the RANS flow equations. By the
most common models for industrial flows are the two-equation models k-ε and k-ω and also
k-ω SST. They all three have in common one transport equation for the turbulent kinetic
energy k, which is the kinetic energy per unit mass of the turbulent fluctuations. (Versteeg &
Malalasekera, 2007)
The equation for the turbulent kinetic energy is obtained by multiplying each of the three
instantaneous momentum equations with their corresponding fluctuating velocity component,
doing the same with the Reynolds averaged momentum equations, and then subtract these two
systems of equations from each other. Out of this comes the following equations, written in
suffix notation:
( ̅̅̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(eq. 35)
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅, where is the fluctuating part of the
The second term on the right hand side,
rate of deformation, is the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy per unit volume, and
is caused by the work done by the smallest eddies against the viscous stresses. This is usually
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅, where
written with the kinematic viscosity such that ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
then becomes the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass.
Then we introduce velocity- and length scales representative for the large eddies in terms of k
and as eq. 36 and eq. 37 shows. The large eddies are those who stands for the most part of
the turbulent transport.
(eq. 36)
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(eq. 37)

Now we introduce the so called turbulent viscosity as eq. 38, which then will be used for
modeling the transport caused by turbulence, forming a new transport equation for the
turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate ε as eq. 39 and eq. 40.
(eq. 38)
(

)

(

)

(eq. 39)
(eq. 40)

These are the two extra transport equations in the k-ε Standard turbulence model that needs to
be solved in order to close the RANS equations.
are constants that are
evaluated through experiments to fit a various number of turbulent flows.
Although the Standard k- ε turbulence model is the far most established turbulence model and
has got excellence performance for many industrial flows, it still has got problems with
certain types of flows, such as flows with large extra strains or rotating or swirling flows.
(Versteeg & Malalasekera, 2007).
Enhancements on the Standard k- ε turbulence model have been made to cover some of the
disadvantages that exists. One example is the Realizable k-ε turbulence model, which has got
a bit different formulation of the turbulent viscosity by instead of letting
be a constant
letting it be a variable, dependent on the mean flow and global turbulent flow in the system.
Also the transport equation for the turbulent dissipation rate ε is a bit changed. In this model
an exact equation for the transport of the mean-square vorticity fluctuation is solved. Another
known turbulence model is the k-ω turbulence model. Instead of solving the turbulence
dissipation rate, the specific dissipation rate is solved, which can be thought of as the ratio of
ε and k. This model is known to solve the near wall flow better than the k- ε models, since the
transport equation of ω can be solved all the way down to the viscous sub layer, something
that is not possible with ε. The standard k-ω model though has got deficiencies when it comes
to model the free stream flow, which is why even another two-equation model have been
developed. It combines the accurate near wall formulation of the k-ω model, together with the
robust k-ε properties in the free stream. There also exists turbulence models that instead of
modelling the Reynolds stresses, actually solves extra transport equations for them. This of
course requires more computational power, but on the other hand probably give more accurate
results. What all of these turbulence models have in common is that they completely model all
turbulence, generating time averaged properties of the flow (ANSYS FLUENT Theory guide,
2011)
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As explained earlier it could, theoretically, be possible to actually solve all turbulent
structures in a flow, called Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), but it would require an
unreasonably high amount of computational power. What can be done though as an
intermediate step to model all turbulence, is to resolve only the large scales of the turbulence,
which stands for the most part of the transport of passive scalars such as momentum, mass
and energy, and model the small scales. The advantage of solving the larger scales is that they
are highly case dependent, and it is therefore harder to find a “fits-all”-turbulence model for
these scales. The smallest scales though are more universal, and it is thereby easier to find a
turbulence model that fits a much wider range of flows. Examples of scale resolving
turbulence models are LES, DES and SAS, and they all require more computational power
than the RANS-models and also has to be simulated in time, since there is no longer a timeaveraging of the flow. (ANSYS FLUENT Theory guide, 2011)

2.5 Wall treatment
The velocity of a flow tends to zero when approaching a wall with friction. This creates a so
called boundary layer with large convective gradients of velocity and turbulence. In order to
resolve the boundary layer flow accurately the mesh has to be very dense and thus required a
lot of computational power. Solving the correct boundary layer flow is of interest when
studying specific properties on the surface such as heat transfer or wall shear stress, or
investigating boundary layer separation.
When the exact behavior of the boundary layer is not essential and/or the computational
power is not high enough, it could be of high interest to instead model the near wall flow.
This can be done in several ways, but there are mainly two different approaches used. Either
the boundary layer is modeled according to some semi-empirical formulas, or the turbulence
models are modified to solve the boundary layer all the way down to the viscous sublayer.
Three common near wall treatments available in ANSYS FLUENT, namely Standard Wall
Functions and Scalable Wall Functions, which uses the semi-empirical formulas approach,
and Enhanced Wall Treatment which modifies the turbulence models for applicability.
2.5.1 Standard Wall Functions
This wall treatments uses a so called Law of the wall to model the whole viscous sub layer
and the buffer layer, which allows the first mesh node to be in the fully turbulent region. The
velocity is modeled according to eq. 41.
(eq. 41)
where
(eq. 42)
and
(eq. 43)
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Here, UP is the mean velocity of the fluid at the near wall node P, κ is the von Kármáns
constant (=0.4187), E is an Empirical constant (=9.793) and y* is the non-dimensional
distance from the wall. ρ is the density, Cµ is a constant, kp is the turbulent kinetic energy at
the near wall node P, yp is the wall distance to the near wall node P, and µ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid. This law-of-the-wall approach tends to work good if the y* is higher
than y*=15 and lower than an upper limit, that depends on the overall Reynolds number of the
fluid flow. Higher Reynolds number allows a higher y* value, since the logarithmic layer in
such flow is larger, and thereby follows the law-of-the-wall better. If the node is placed such
that y* is lower than y*=15, the results can be deteriorated. If the y* is below y*=11.225 the
so called laminar stress-strain relationship is applied according to eq. 44.
(eq. 44)
Also the turbulent quantities as production and dissipation of turbulence are taken care of by
the wall functions. (ANSYS FLUENT Theory guide, 2011)
2.5.2 Scalable Wall Functions
In order to take care of the sensitivity of the lower allowed y*-value Scalable Wall Functions
is available. It uses a ̃ according to
̃

{

It is recommended to use Scalable Wall Functions if the k-ε turbulence model together with
wall functions is used. (ANSYS FLUENT Theory guide, 2011)
2.5.3 Enhanced Wall Treatment
If the aim is to resolve the boundary layer all the way down to the viscous sublayer, the
Enhanced Wall Treatment combines an enhanced wall function approach together with a twolayer model, which divides the domain into two sub-domains, a viscosity-affected region and
a fully turbulent region, in which the equations are solved differently. So if the mesh is fine
enough the two-layer model will be used, solving the equations all the way down to the
viscous sublayer. Turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the momentum equations are treated in the
same way in the inner and outer sub-domain. The turbulent dissipation though, ε, and the
turbulent viscosity, µt, is modelled algebraically in the viscous sublayer, and the results are
blended to not impede the convergence. But if the mesh is not sufficiently fine, instead
enhanced wall functions will be used. The enhancement from the standard wall functions is
that it combines the log-law with the laminar stress-strain relationship, together with the
ability of counting for pressure gradients and heat transfer.
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2.5.4 Mesh
In order to solve the governing differential equations, the fluid domain is divided into smaller
subdomains by a grid, called Mesh, representing the geometry. Then the equations are
discretized and solved within every cell, fulfilling continuity over cell faces shared by the
subdomains. Cell faces that is not shared with another cell is a boundary and needs a
boundary condition in order to close the equations. Cells can have different geometrical
shapes where some common three dimensional types of mesh cells are tetrahedral, hexahedral
and a more and more commonly used cell type polyhedral. They all have different advantages
and disadvantages, and are more or less suitable for different cases.
For transient CFD-cases where the geometry, and thereby the boundaries, are allowed to
move in space and time, there is need for a method to handle the movement of the mesh.
There exists a number of methods to handle this, and they differ depending on the software
used.
2.5.4.1 Dynamic mesh methods
ANSYS FLUENT has got three implemented dynamic mesh methods, Smoothing, Layering
and Remeshing.
Smoothing is a method that during boundary movement retains the original cells of the mesh,
but moves the cell-common nodes. This is suitable when the boundaries will experience small
deformations but becomes less suitable when the movement is large, since it will affect the
quality of the mesh.
Layering allows the user to select a boundary in a domain as a layering face, on which all
cells adjacent to that face, in that domain, are allowed to compress (or expand) and all other
cells in that domain perform a rigid body motion. This method requires the layering mesh to
only consist of hexahedra’s and prisms. In Figure 4 cell layer j is allowed to compress or
expand while the boundary is moving. When either the height y or the ratio x/y of the cell
layer j reaches a value specified by the user, cell layer i and j are either merged or cell layer j
is split in two. This method only works for hexahedral- or prisms cells and is preferable when
the moving direction is known.
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Figure 4 - Illustration of the Layering method for the dynamic mesh in ANSYS FLUENT

When none of these two mentioned methods works, Remeshing will create a new mesh
within a selected zone and thereby guarantee the quality of the mesh. This, to its
disadvantage, is very time consuming.
It is possible to use a combination of these different methods to attain a dynamic mesh that
best fits a certain case. For example it is possible to smoothening the mesh until a certain
quality, and thereafter remesh it and start over smoothing the new mesh.
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3

Method

To obtain results that fulfills the purpose of this master’s thesis a thorough methodology is
created.
First, the geometry of the check valve has to be transferred into a model that can be used in
fluid calculations. Simplifications of the geometry that can potentially affect the results are
investigated thoroughly. After after the fluid domain is discretized into a mesh, whose density
will be evaluated to ensure independent results, the solver options and choice of turbulence
model will be argued for and proper boundary conditions decided. The treatment of the
dynamic mesh and boundary conditions in transient simulations will be chosen. Impact of
different settings, together with convergence criterions, are considered to ensure reliable
results and to be aware of the margins of error.

3.1 Geometry
The check valve geometry, shown in Figure 5, starts with a pipe connection upstream the
valve with an inner diameter of 367.9 mm, whereupon a contraction follows, accelerating the
flow into the valve. Here is a 90 degrees expansion into the valve region. In this region the
valve disc is hinged in a hinge pin, forcing the disc to rotate around a fixed axis when moving.
When the disc is fully closed it is resting on the valve seat, about four degrees from the
vertical plane. At fully open the disc is positioned 58 degrees from the vertical plane to the
flat part of the closing disc face, which yields an opening angle of 54 degrees. The diameter of
the downstream part of the valve is then contracted again before a gradually expansion occurs,
connecting the valve to the pipe system with the same diameter as before the valve.

Figure 5 - The solid geometry of the studied swing check valve. Left - valve geometry. Right - disc geometry

3.2 CFD-model
3.2.1 Domain
CAD-files of the fluid domain, of which some simplifications are made from the real valve
geometry, are provided at start since the valve has been used earlier for CFD-calculations
within FS Dynamics. Simplifications made on the existing CAD-files are for example
solidification of seals and welds, removals of disc chocks, preventing the disc to slam the top
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walls of the valve when opening, removals of the hinge pin, filling of screw holes and
sharpening of small rounding.
Extensions of the check valve are made both upstream and downstream equally in length, in
order to obtain pressure on the disc that are not affected by a too close upstream or
downstream boundary condition. Figure 6 shows the boundaries of the CFD-domain, with the
inner pipe surface boundary cut in a symmetry plane. Inlet and outlet boundary, which are not
shown, are extended 3 m from both check valve ends, which corresponds to about eight
diameter, based on the inner diameter of the pipe connections.

Figure 6 - Boundary of the fluid domain. The valve and the extended pipe are shown in symmetry

3.2.2 Boundary conditions
The outlet boundary condition is set to pressure-outlet with gauge pressure zero, which allows
the velocity to vary on the boundary, but forces the static pressure to be zero on all cell faces.
The inlet boundary condition is for the steady state simulations set to velocity-inlet, which
forces every cell face on that boundary to have a specified velocity. For the transient
simulations with the disc free to move with the flow the inlet boundary condition will be a
prescribed time-dependent velocity-inlet. The velocity will be ramped with a constant
acceleration. Different transients are simulated in order to obtain enough data to find
correlations that could be used to describe the valve’s dependency of different parameters.
The transients might not have a perfect match with a physical case, but since the purpose is to
find out how the disc reacts on different transients, rather than to be compared with a certain
experiment, the actual expression for the inlet velocity-time curve does not matter. More
information about what transients that are simulated can be found under 3.3.2 Sharp analysis.
For both inlet and outlet boundaries in all calculations performed in this study, the hydraulic
diameter and turbulence intensity are used to define the turbulence. The hydraulic diameter is
the diameter of the pipe extensions and the intensity is based on a fully developed turbulent
pipe flow, and set according to the commonly used estimation for fully developed turbulent
pipe flow (ANSYS FLUENT User's guide, 2011):
(eq. 45)
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Here,
is the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter and the inlet boundary
condition velocity used in the steady state simulations. All walls, such as the pipe, valve and
the disc has got no-slip wall boundary condition.
3.2.3 Mesh
The discretization of the fluid domain, i.e. the mesh, is created in ANSA 14.2.1. A mesh
study, to investigate how dependent the results are on the mesh size, is performed, whereupon
the most coarse mesh that gives the same results as a finer one, within the margins of error, is
chosen to be used for the steady state simulations. The approach is to have a finer mesh in
regions with high gradients of velocity and pressure. Since the Reynolds number for all steady
state simulations, and for most part of the transient simulations, is relatively high, the
boundary layer is thus very small. It would therefore require a very fine mesh in the near wall
regions to resolve the near wall flow accurately. But the near wall flow is in this problem
thought not to have noticeable impact on the governing properties that controls the movement
of the disc, which is the pressure and its distribution on the disc. By instead model the
boundary layer flow, a lot of computational power is saved, without any significant loss in
accuracy. Separation points and wall shear stress might be predicted incorrectly, but these
types of problems are of higher importance when for example studying heat transfer or flow
separation on an airfoil.
Figure 7 shows a 270 degrees cross section of the valve part of the mesh that is used in the
steady state simulations. One can note in the zoomed view in Figure 8 that the upper part of
the arm is modified. This will be explained under 3.2.5 Simplifications. In the same figure one
can also see the prismatic layers growing out from all solid surfaces.

Figure 7 – 270 degrees cross section of the final mesh of the check valve part used in the steady state
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Figure 8 - Zoom view of the top of the valve, showing the prism layers growing from all solid surfaces

For the transient FSI-simulations the boundary of the disc will move, which requires a method
that treats the mesh movement. In this case, the moving direction is known, which makes the
dynamic layering method appropriate. Figure 9 will be referred to when explaining the
method’s implementation for this specific problem and is also the mesh used in the transient
simulations.

Figure 9 – Final mesh of the check valve part's symmetry plane, used in transient FSI simulations

The mesh is done by first creating a separate inner domain inside the main domain that
contains the disc and the whole region it is allowed to move in. This domain is mainly meshed
with hexahedra’s, but also contains some prisms, to be able to use the dynamic layering
method. The boundaries of this domain that has got fluid in both directions, needs
corresponding boundaries in the main domain. These faces works as each other’s interfaces,
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and the solution is interpolated from one domain to the other. If there does not exists a
corresponding interface on the other domain, this boundary is interpreted by the solver as a
wall. Thereafter the rotation axis is set, around which the whole inner mesh domain will
rotate. The cell layers on the boundary faces of the inner domain with their normal pointing in
the tangential direction of rotation will be squeezed or contracted as explained in Dynamic
mesh methods 2.5.4.1. The faces with their normal pointing in radial direction of the
movement, will slide against its corresponding interface in the main domain.
3.2.4 Solver
All steady state simulations are performed in ANSYS FLUENT 14.5.7, while the transient
FSI-simulations are performed in ANSYS FLUENT 15.0. The reason to why two different
versions are used is that the latter version was released during this master’s thesis period.
3.2.4.1 Disc movement
The theory about the rigid body rotation of the disc is explained thoroughly in the chapter
Disc movement 2.2. What controls the disc movement is the resulting torque on the disc
around the rotational axis and the inertia of the disc. The torque caused by the fluid flow can
be evaluated by integrating the static pressure on the disc and multiplying with the resulting
lever arm to the axis of rotation. Since the disc boundary is built up by a large amount of
discrete faces, the boundary mesh, the total fluid torque is obtained by summarizing each cell
face’ torque contribution. These are obtained by multiplying the pressure on a cell face with
its corresponding surface area and lever arm of that cell face center to the axis of rotation.
This could be done with a so called UDF, a User Defined Function. But, in ANSYS FLUENT
there exists a module that takes care of these types of calculations, which facilitates the work
a lot. This is called the SixDOF-solver, Six Degrees Of Freedom-solver treating three
translating freedoms and three rotating freedoms. The module still needs a UDF including
some material properties, e.g. inertia, mass of the moving object and allowed moving
directions, but it is a small effort in contrast to the actual calculation of movement. This
module is used in the present study.
The disc movement causes the dynamic mesh method to update the mesh. This mesh update
can be done explicitly or implicitly within a time step of the fluid solution. If the explicit
method is used, the SixDOF-solver will use the last iteration in a time step of the flow
calculation to calculate the movement, and thereafter move it in a single step, followed by a
new flow time step. If the implicit method is used, the movement can be under relaxed and the
6DOF-solver can calculate and update the movement up to as much as every iteration within a
time step, whatever is chosen by the user. This will slow down the solution, but can often be
preferable since it stabilizes convergence. A too large movement in an explicit solution,
caused by a too large time step taken in the flow calculation, can cause high pressure surges
affecting the convergence of the problem.
In the present case of a disc with high inertia, the movement is slow in comparison to the fluid
flow, and the explicit formulation of the mesh will be used, as long as it is possible.
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3.2.4.2 Solver settings
For the steady state simulation the Coupled solver is used for the pressure-velocity coupling,
since it has got a reputation of convergence in fewer iterations than one of the segregated
solvers. For the transient FSI-simulations the SIMPLE solver is used, because results shows a
faster convergence with that one.
The method used for calculating gradients in the cell center is the Least squares cell based
method, since this is said to be the most accurate and fastest of the available methods,
especially if the mesh is skewed and unstructed, according to (ANSYS FLUENT Theory
guide, 2011).
The PRESTO!-scheme is used for the spatial discretization of pressure in the steady state
simulations, while in the transient FSI-simulations the Standard-scheme is chosen, due to
convergence issues.
For the spatial discretization of momentum and turbulence the Second order scheme is used.
The wall treatment used is the Scalable wall functions, whose function is described in the
chapter Theory, since the Reynolds number are so high and the boundary layer is so small.
Resolving the boundary layer accurately is thought not to affect the result or gain any
additional information.
3.2.4.3 Initial conditions
For the stationary investigations all simulations are initialized with the constant velocity used
as inlet boundary condition, followed by an FMG-initialization available in ANSYS
FLUENT. This is a method that solves the inviscid Euler equations utilizing a multigrid
method to yield a better start guess for a simulation.
For the transient FSI-simulations a steady state simulation following the above described
steps is performed, followed by activation of a transient solution with constant boundary
conditions, holding the disc in a fixed position. After a time, the transient boundary condition
is applied and the disc is released, simultaneously. In case of a not totally stabilized transient
solution is yielded before an FSI-simulations it is still assumed to yield reliable results, as
long as its variation of interesting properties in time is of a much smaller order than what is
observed in the results of the FSI-simulations.
3.2.4.4 Convergence criteria and accuracy
The globally scaled residuals are monitored, which sums the residuals of a particular scalar in
all cells and divides it with the total amount of that scalar in the domain. This is done for all
equations, but, ANSYS FLUENT also scales the present continuity equation residual against
the maximum residual in the five first iterations. This makes it dependent on the initialization,
which with an FMG-initialization could be rather good. Therefore the actual value of the
continuity equation will be treated with caution, while still its ability to stabilize will be used.
The other equations aim for a convergence value of at least 1e-3 in the steady state
simulations, but will be run completely until all residuals and values of interest are stabilized.
If a steady state simulation does not converge in terms of unstable residuals and/or monitors
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of interesting results, consideration of whether or not to switch over to a transient simulation
will be done. In that case the solution will be time averaged, otherwise the results will be
averaged over a certain number of iterations. If the iteration averaging method is used, the
impact of the amount of iterations to use in the averaging is investigated.
To evaluate whether or not the transient solutions are converged within every time step, the
value of the relative residuals of the governing scalars, together with a small changing value
of interesting properties such as pressure or torque, will be used. The relative residual criteria
lets the user specify how much the residuals needs to drop from the residual in the first
iteration of every time step. Small changing values, from one inner iteration to another, of
interesting properties such as the pressure on the disc are evaluated by looking at the relation
between the difference of the two last iterations and the difference of the last- and the first
iteration in that time step. Eq. 46 describes the approach, where n is the present number of
iterations taken in a certain time step, and Ø is the investigated scalar.
|

|
|

|

(eq. 46)

Then the relative residual criteria is tuned in, and the maximum number of internal iterations
are set, such that the interesting properties converges within every time step. Convergence of
the interesting properties is set to 1e-3. This is done for one transient, but the maintenance of
the criteria is continuously monitored and any non-converging solution trend is restarted and
adjusted until convergence is achieved. Results for a typical simulations shows that the
relative residual needs to decrease two orders of magnitude to fulfill the convergence criteria
for the interesting properties. The convergence criterion for the relative residual is therefor set
to 0.01.
It should be noted that the results can still be incorrect even though the solution is converged.
Undertaken that the turbulence model, mesh and discretization schemes are optimal, the
discrete time step taken in the solution can affect the solution undesirably. It requires an
independency analysis of the time step in order to see if the time step taken is short enough.
The fluid flow can be solved using either an explicit or an implicit formulation. An explicit
formulation uses only values from the previous time step to calculate the solution in the
present time step, and needs a sufficiently small time step in order to be stable. A good
measure of this is the so called CFL-number, Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy-number, which
relates the velocity through a cell and the time step size to the cell size. The time step should
is this case be chosen such that the CFL number is below one.
Implicit formulation uses a coupled set of equations that either are solved with a matrix
technique or with an iterative process. This is more time consuming for each time step, but it
does not requires a CFL-number below one for convergence, allowing a larger time step
which could lower the total computational time and enhance convergence.
All simulations in this study are performed with the implicit formulation for the flow. What
does limit the time step size in this study is the movement of the disc and the dynamic mesh
method. Since the explicit formulation for the mesh movement is used, the time step cannot
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be too large, since it can cause non-physical pressure oscillations. Also the transient boundary
condition applied will limit the size of the allowed time step to use. The larger time step used,
the bigger velocity change for every time step, which of course will enlarge the difference
between two time steps, causing harder convergence.
3.2.5 Simplifications
Solid-solid friction between the hinge pin and the disc is neglected since its impact on the
total torque is assumed to be smaller than the total error of the disc movement. It is also
unknown how the disc is attached to the valve and/or if there exist bearings or similar. A
small force, acting with a short lever will generate a torque a lot smaller than the others
involved, and that probably does not have a higher influence on the movement than the
expected margins of error. Ignoring the friction torque is a common approach in the available
published work made on large swing check valves.
The upper part of the disc at the rotational axis is removed. This is done since it will simplify
the dynamic mesh method for the FSI-simulations largely and it is desirable to use the same
geometry in the steady state and the transient FSI-simulations. The effect of this
simplification on the results should be small, since the velocity is not that high in this region
and the short lever arm to the rotational axis makes its contribution to the torque relatively
small. Figure 10 illustrates the difference between the original and the simplified geometry.

Figure 10 - Simplification of the disc geometry to facilitate the dynamic mesh method. Left - original. Right - simplified

The simplification of the disc will affect the inertia. The center of mass will be translated
further away from the rotational axis causing an increase of the inertia with respect to the axis.
But the mass will at the same time decrease causing a decrease of the inertia with respect to
the axis. In order to simulate the actual geometry, the inertia and the mass from the original
geometry is used when calculating the movement.
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The maximum disc angle studied in the steady state simulations is 58 degrees from the
vertical plane, however, for the transient FSI-simulations the disc is forced to have a
maximum disc angle of 53.4 degrees in purpose of simplifying the meshing. It is also
restricted to not close fully against the seat to avoid simulation crash, since this is what would
happened if the last cell layer between the disc and the seat reaches zero thickness. Its
minimum allowed disc angle is set to 4.66 degrees from the vertical plane, i.e. 0.66 degrees
from the valve seat. These limitations are controlled by the UDF (see Appendix 8.3 for the
UDF-code).

3.3 Analyses
3.3.1 Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis is performed to get as much out of the CFD-simulations as possible and
to ensure reliable results by testing the system’s sensitivity to different settings. This is mostly
done for the steady state cases with the disc positioned at 24 degrees disc angle and with an
inlet velocity of 3.5 m/s. This set up is here and after known as “Sensitivity geometry”. For
the transient FSI-simulations an analysis regarding the time step is performed.
A thorough mesh study is performed to ensure mesh independent results. This is done for the
non-simplified disc geometry with the k-ε Standard turbulence model, and fluid torque on the
disc and pressure drop over the valve are used for comparison since these are the interesting
parameters in the study.
At first a very fine mesh is made to investigate the use of prismatic layers. The very fine mesh
is used in order to create bulk mesh independent results. Refinement boxes are applied in
areas where velocity gradients are predicted. With an independent number of prismatic layer
cells, the bulk mesh is investigated by performing the same simulation with coarser and
coarser mesh. A coarser mesh with results that does not differ from a finer mesh is then
selected.
The simplification of the disc geometry is investigated by performing steady state simulations
with and without the simplification and the results are compared.
Finally a Final mesh is created from the mesh study that will be used through the whole
steady state simulation part of the work. The mesh for the transient simulations will not be
investigated, but will as long as possible use the same settings of sizes as for the steady state
mesh.
After the Final mesh is obtained the influence of modelling the turbulence differently is
investigated. Except from the simulations with k-ε standard, the k-ε Realizable and SST-kω
are also examined and compared in order to find a turbulence model that is thought to solve
the flow best and has the best possibilities to converge throughout the whole study.
Simulations comparing the different choices of wall treatment will be performed as well to
see if this has got any influence on the results.
For the transient FSI-simulations the time step used will be investigated. The simulation
might miss information of the flow by taking a too large time step, and the movement of the
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disc might be predicted inaccurately. Since the time step is both different depending on the
applied boundary conditions and also adjusted within a simulation in order to speed up the
simulations when the activity is low and to capture information accurately when the activity is
high, two simulations with fixed time step will be performed. The convergence criterion will
be the same for the two different time step, in order to fairly compare the impact of the time
step.
3.3.2 Sharp analysis
Steady state simulations for 9 different disc angles from 10 to 58 degrees is performed. This
corresponds to 6 and 54 degrees opening angle, respectively. This will yield the stationary
torque-coefficient CHR according to (Li & Liou, 2003) and also the pressure drop coefficients.
A number of steady state simulations with different mass flow rates, for both forward and
backward flow and for one fixed angular position will be performed to analyze the Reynolds
dependency of the check valve.
A number of transient FSI-simulations with different constant deceleration of the mass flow,
here and after related to as “transients”, will be performed to generate information about the
dynamic characteristics of the valve.
The starting mass flow in all transients are set higher than the critical mass flow, for which the
disc would start to close immediately when the transient is started. This would happen if the
dynamic pressure at start is lower than the sum of the weight torque and the static pressure
needed to accelerate the fluid according to the specified mass flow transient. This is made
because it is preferable to capture this critical mass flow in the ordinary simulations. Starting
with a higher mass flow would only increase the computational time, without adding any
further information. Whether or not the chosen start mass flow is high enough is obtained by
ensuring that the total torque on the disc in the beginning of the simulation is forcing the disc
onto its top position. One exception from this approach is when that critical mass flow is
higher than the highest operating mass flow for the valve in its real placement in the power
plant, which is 630 kg/s. For that case this operating mass flow will be used.
Table 1 shows all transient FSI-simulations that are performed.
Table 1 - list of transient FSI-simulations performed with the presented retardation applied for the inlet boundary coindition

Simulation name Retardation [-kg/s2] Retardation [-m/s2]
1
630
6.7
2
1260
13.4
3
2520
26.8
4
5040
53.7
5a
10080
107.4
6
20160
214.8
7
40320
429.5
5b
10080
107.4
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3.4 Post processing
3.4.1 Steady state
Results in terms of pressure loss coefficients for different angles in both forward and
backward flow direction will be presented. Eq. 47 shows how these are calculated.
(eq. 47)
p1 and p2 are the average static pressure at two cross sectional planes, positioned far away
from the valve to ensure that the pressure has stabilized over the cross sections. p1 is the
pressure before the valve, in the direction of the flow, and p2 the pressure after the valve.
represents the extra pressure loss due to friction in the pipe extensions between the
check valve and the planes used for measuring pressure. This pressure drop is analytically
calculated using eq. 48 taken from (Storck, Karlsson, Andersson, Renner, & Loyd, 2012), and
is a quite small part of the pressure loss over just the valve.
(eq. 48)
Where for turbulent flow in smooth pipes

L = length of pipe
d = diameter of pipe
ρ = density of fluid
= mean velocity
The stationary hydraulic torque coefficients derived by (Li & Liou, 2003) for the different
angles are presented.
|

|

(eq. 49)

3.4.1.1 Transient FSI
Disc angle against time will be presented for the different transients to show the closure
procedure.
The pressure loss coefficient is not relevant to show when the mass flow is decelerated, since
a pressure column will arise in the whole domain to decelerate the mass of the fluid. The
pressure difference of the two planes far away from the valve is therefore not representative
for the pressure causing the disc movement.
On the other hand the rotational hydraulic torque coefficients according to (Li & Liou, 2003)
still represents the actual torque causing the disc to move, and will therefore be presented.
This will be used for comparison of the torques in the different cases in this thesis, but not in
purpose of creating a model based on these coefficients. This could though be possible but
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would require other types of simulations, mimicking the experiments performed by (Li &
Liou, 2003).
Contour plots of the pressure on the disc together with the flow field will also be presented to
increase the knowledge of the pressure distribution and flow situation.
Results will be discussed and trends in the dynamic behavior of the check valve will be
investigated.

3.5 Data
All data of the check valve geometry and the fluid is gathered in Table 2 with Figure 11 as
support for the nomenclature.
Table 2 - Material data

Data
Disc
Mass
Iyy,CG
RCG
Iyy,A (around axis A)
Minimum Disc angle β
Maximum Disc angle φ
Mass centre angle θ

Fluid
Boyancy weight of disc
Medium
State
Density
Dynamic viscosity

62.2 kg
0.786 kg∙m2
255.3 mm
4.841 kg∙m2
4°
58°
Φ + 6.37°

7.0 kg
Water
T = 176°C,
Poperating = 75 bar
883 kg/m3
146 µPa∙s

Figure 11 - Illustration of geometry and parameters
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4

Results and discussion

At first the sensitivity analysis will be presented, from which decisions are made to form a
CFD-model that generates reliable results. This model is then used and the sharp analysis is
presented. To get a feeling of the flow situation Figure 12 shows a contour plot of the velocity
magnitude in the symmetry plane of the domain. The plot is captured in the early beginning of
a closure for a transient FSI-simulation with a deceleration of 20160 kg/s2 (214.8 m/s2).

[m/s]

Figure 12 - Contour plot of velocity magnitude in the symmetry plane in the beginning of closure for a transient FSIsimulation with a deceleration of 20160kg/s2 (214.8 m/s2)
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4.1 Sensitivity analysis
4.1.1 Mesh
The usage of a prismatic mesh in the boundary layer region is tested. The results are presented
in Table 3 in terms of stationary torque coefficients according to (Li & Liou, 2003) (eq. 49)
and a pressure loss coefficient ζS (eq. 47).
Table 3 - Results from the usage of prismatic layer investigation

Prism layer comparison

No Prisms
5 Prisms
10 Prisms
22 Prisms

CHS

ζS

5,81
5,58
5,58
5,70

5,30
5,19
5,20
5,23

The largest difference of the quantity Ø between two meshes, A and B, is about 2% calculated
with eq. 50
(

)

(eq. 50)

For the stationary torque coefficient CHS, the results are exactly the same for 5 and 10
prismatic layers, but they differ a bit from the result with the 22 prismatic layer mesh. The
results with no prismatic layers at all give the largest torque- and pressure loss coefficients.
This simulation did not converge as good as the other ones and the parameters of interest had
an unstable behavior, which turned that option down. Since the difference in results for the
other meshes is maximum 2 %, the choice was only a matter of simulation cost, where the 5
prismatic layer mesh was the most efficient one. The convergence of torque and pressure used
for calculating the coefficients can for the last 400 iterations be seen in Mesh study in the
appendix. The calculated coefficients are averaged over the last 100 iterations.
After that the rest of the mesh is investigated. Three different bulk meshes with the same
boundary layer mesh were made and simulated. M1 was the one used for the prismatic layer
investigation in order to ensure that the bulk mesh gave mesh independent results.
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Table 4 - Results from the Bulk mesh investigation. “Bulk cells” are the number of cells outside the prismatic layer.

Bulkmesh comparison

M1
M2
M3

Number of bulk cells
6 821 658
3 551 696
2 232 982

ζ

CHS
5,58
5,58
5,55

5,28
5,29
5,28

As Table 4 shows there is not a significant difference in the results and the coarsest mesh is
believed to give mesh independent results.
The so far mesh independent settings are used to test whether or not the simplification of the
disc arm has got any influence on the torque and pressure loss. Table 5 and Table 6 show the
results in a subsequent manner as earlier.
Table 5 - Results from the Simplified disc investigation for forward flow

Simplification study

M3 + 5 Prisms
M3 + 5 Prisms no arm

CHS

ζ

5,54
5,46

5,28
5,26

Table 6 - Results from the Simplified disc investigation for backward flow

Simplification study

M3 + 5 Prisms
M3 + 5 Prisms no arm

CHS

ζ

3,09
3,05

-4,4
-4,37

This study shows a difference of less than 2% of the coefficients of interest, which makes it
possible to use the simplified geometry.
Out of this mesh study a Final mesh is made with some minor adjustments. The Final mesh is
then used for the next sensitivity analysis, the turbulence modelling.
4.1.2 Turbulence modelling
Results of the turbulence model investigation are presented in Table 7. The values of torque
and pressure are averaged over 400 iterations due to its fluctuating convergence. Figure 13
shows the monitored torque and pressure for the simulations with different turbulent models.
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Table 7 - Results from the turbulence model investigation

Turbulence model comparison
CHS
5,46
5,67
5,98

Final mesh k-e Standard
Final mesh k-e Realizable
Final mesh k-w SST

ζS
5,25
5,21
5,34

The extremely constant convergence for the Standard k-ε is a consequence of its stable and
robust ability to eliminate all fluctuations in the flow. The residuals of the governing
equations manage to get very low. The simulations with k-ω-SST on the other hand has got
really hard to find a steady state solution and fluctuates a lot. Also the residuals do not
decrease to the desirable limit. This indicates that the flow is actually very transient in its
behavior which causes difficulties to find a time average solution. The difference between the
behaviors of these two turbulence models is probably an indication of that this problem is
quite turbulent and unstable. The Realizable k-ε model seems to end up in a periodical
solution, indicating a transient behavior of the flow, but still finds an average of which it
fluctuates around. The residuals also decrease to the desirable limit. The turbulence model
that will be used in the sharp analysis is therefore the Realizable k-ε.

Figure 13 - Turbulence model comparison - Convergence of monitors of fluid torque on the disc and area weighted averaged
pressure on two planes on each side and far away from the check valve
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4.1.3 Wall treatment
This study showed that the choice of wall treatment does not affect the results at all for this
particular case. The simulations with the Enhanced Wall Treatment and Scalable Wall
Functions yield almost identical results within the same computational time. This is probably
because the y*-value is so high in the whole domain due to high Reynolds number and first
wall distance, creating good conditions for the wall function approach. The area weighted
average y* in the different regions are shown in Table 8 for the Sensitivity geometry.
Table 8 - y*-distribution over different regions in the domain

y* distribution
Region
Valve
Disc
Inlet extension
Outlet extension

Averaged y*
972
690
1045
1552

The choice of wall treatment for the sharp study will therefore rely on recommendations in
(ANSYS FLUENT User's guide, 2011), which is to use Scalable Wall Functions if the mesh
is not fine enough to solve the viscous sub layer and wall functions are required.

4.1.4 Time step
Simulation 5a in Table 1 uses a constant time step throughout the whole simulation and is
therefore suitable for the time step investigation. A simulation with the exact same conditions,
except that the time step is doubled, is performed, 5b. Table 9 shows the results from this
study, and it is clear that the time step used in simulation 5a is sufficiently small to be able to
suppose time step independent results for the closing procedure. Since the closing procedure
is a result of the fluid flow, the time step is assumed to be sufficient for independent results of
the whole fluid situation. The difference in closure time, the time it takes to close the valve
from incipient closure, is so small that the readout could be larger. The time step used in
simulation 5a gives a velocity change of 10 ms per time step. This value will at no time be
exceeded throughout the sharp simulations, but it may be lower if it is required to reach the
convergence criteria.
Figure 14 shows the closing procedure of simulation 5a and 5b in terms of disc angle and time
from incipient closure until minimum allowed angle.
Table 9 - Results from the simulations performed in the time step investigation

Time step investigation
Simulation
name
5a
5b

Retardation
[-kg/s2]
10080
10080

Time step
[s]
0,0001
0,0002

Closure time
[sek]
0,150
0,151
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Backflow
[kg]
68,6
68,5

CPU-time
[h]
1800
1000

Angle [°]

Closing time [s]
Figure 14 - Closing procedure of the disc for the two simulations in the time step study. Disc angle is plotted against Closing
time, calculated from incipient closure. The number of data points of 5b has been reduced for improved visualization, only
every 10th value is shown
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4.2 Sharp Analysis
Results from the steady state simulations will be presented at first, followed by the transient
FSI simulations.
4.2.1 Steady state
When the flow is stationary a high pressure is built up on the upstream side of the disc and a
wake is built up on the downstream side. Figure 15 shows contour plots of static gauge
pressure on the disc for two steady state simulations to get a feeling of the pressure
distribution, one with forward flow (left) and one with backward flow (right). Note that all
legends differ from each other in order to enhance the illustration of the pressure distribution.
The actual value of the pressure should thus be interpreted with caution. The direction of the
flow and disc position, which in this simulation is 40 degrees, is illustrated on the very top of
the figure.
It can be seen that for the forward flow, the pressure distribution has got a centered
appearance, translated a bit upwards from the center of the disc. This translation from the disc
center is probably caused by the small bulb in the disc geometry. The back side of the disc in
the forward flow simulation is a bit asymmetric. This is probably caused by a not totally
converged solution, due to the fact that the fluid flow is transient and the solver cannot find a
steady state situation. In the backward flow simulation the back side of the disc is exposed to
the high pressure, which seems to be centered below the disc arm, where the pressure has got
a very long lever arm to the rotational axis. The front side of the disc has in this case a lower
pressure, but still higher pressure region a bit up on the disc. The reason for this will become
clearer after the two following figures, showing the velocity field.
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Backward flow

Forward flow

Figure 15 - Contour plots of static gauge pressure for a 40 degrees disc angle - steady state simulations in forward flow (left)
and backward flow (right)
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To get a feeling of the flow field, Figure 16 and Figure 17 shows a contour plot of velocity
magnitude in the symmetry plane in the middle of the pipe for the same case as for the
pressure plots, 40 degrees disc angle for both forward and backward flow.

Figure 16 - Contour plots of valocity magnitude in the symmetry plane for a forward flow simulation with a 40 degrees disc
angle

Figure 17 - Contour plots of valocity magnitude in the symmetry plane for a backward flow simulation with a 40 degrees disc
angle

The high pressure region on the disc shown in Figure 15 for backward flow, mentioned
earlier, is caused by the low velocity region seen in Figure 17 at the same place. The same can
be seen on the front side of the disc for forward flow, where a stagnation zone occurs, causing
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the flow to spread out in all directions, including up into the pivot axis region. Distinct
separations occur at the disc edges, and for the backward flow a large boundary layer appears
in the now downstream pipe (left), due to the fast area expansion.
Steady state angular sweep
Steady state simulations with nine different disc angles produce curves of pressure loss
coefficients and stationary torque coefficients according to Figure 18.

Disc angle [°]

Disc angle [°]

Figure 18 – Stationary torque- and pressure loss coefficient from steady state simulations. Observe that actual data points
are marked with cross and a spline connects them for easier interpolation of values in between the simulated angles. The
dashed line indicates fully closed valve

It should be noticed that the pressure loss coefficient is almost the same in forward- as in
backward flow, while the torque coefficient is not. This means that a torque calculated with
the pressure loss coefficient would in the intermediate zone of angles give about the same
torque for a certain angle and velocity, independent of direction of the flow. A torque
calculated with the torque coefficient for a certain angle and velocity would though differ for
forward and backward flow. Thus, using the equations of Newton to calculate the movement
with these two approaches would give different results.
Since the pressure coefficients in Figure 18 are calculated using the actual measured pressures
it is possible to go the other way around and use the coefficients to find out the simulated
pressure losses.
A comparison of the different ways of calculating the torque is now appropriate. Calculating
the torque based on the pressure drop, as it is done in Relap5 and according to eq. 17, and plot
that together with the actual torque measured by the solver, Figure 18 shows why this method
might not be appropriate. It should also be kept in mind that the pressure drop calculated in
Relap5 with the Abrupt area change model might not be consistent with the one obtained in
the CFD-solver. In forward flow the torque is under predicted for almost all angles, and for
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backward flow the torque is over predicted. Using the method with a torque coefficient would
give exactly consistency with the torque measured by the solver, since the coefficient is
calculated using that torque, which is why this method is not plotted in the same figure.

Figure 19 - Torque on the disc calculated with the pressure difference method used in for instance Relap5 compared with the
measured torque by the solver for both forward and backward flow. The dashed line indicates fully closed valve.

4.2.2 Reynolds number dependency
To ensure results for the steady state simulations that are valid for different flow velocities,
the system’s Reynolds independency is investigated. Table 10 shows how the stationary
torque coefficient and the pressure loss coefficient varies among different Reynolds numbers,
attained by changing the velocity.
Table 10 - Results from the Reynolds independence study. Stationary torque coefficients and pressure loss coefficients are
used for comparison

Re-independency
Re
973 486
1 946 969
3 893 818
7 787 637
11 681 455

U [m/s]
0.4375
0.875
1.75
3.5
5.25

CHS
5.66
5.66
5.67
5.67
5.67

ζS
5.13
5.12
5.11
5.11
5.11

It is clear that at least from Reynolds numbers around Re=106 to 107, the coefficients take
same value. The difference is smaller than the uncertainty of the whole system.
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Angle [°]

4.2.3 Transients
Figure 20 shows the closing procedure for the first seven transients listed in Table 1. All
curves are translated horizontally such that their incipient closure occurs at t = 0 seconds, for
better comparison.

Closing time [s]

Figure 20 - Closing procedure for seven different constant decelerations. Disc angle is plotted against time. Observe that all
curves are translated horizontally such that the closure starts at t = 0 sec.

Angular velocity [rad/s]

As a complement to Figure 20, Figure 21 shows the first order numerical time derivative of
the angle which represents the angular velocity of the disc. It is clear that the disc accelerates
quite a lot in the late part of closure.

Figure 21 - First order numerical time derivative of the angle, representing the angular velocity, for the first seven
simulations
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It can be seen that increasing deceleration results in a very much higher end velocity and a
much steeper velocity curve, i.e. higher acceleration of the disc. Figure 22 clarifies this by
showing the angular velocity of the disc just before closure.
100

Angular velocity [rad/s]

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
630

1260

2520

5040

10080

20160

40320

Deceleration [kg/s^2]
Figure 22 - Angular velocity of the disc for the different transients just before the valve is fully closed.

Closing time [s]

Figure 23 shows closing time for each of the seven first simulations. It turns out that a
continuous function, y = 10.426x-0.461, fits the available data points such that any choice of
deceleration within the simulated interval can give a good indication of the closing time by
using that function, given a constant deceleration starting from steady state condition.

Figure 23 - Closing time plotted against rate of deceleration from the different simulations. A curve fitted function is also
plotted for easier interpolation of certain decelerations.
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To get the disc to start moving, the pressure difference holding the disc at its top position, in
steady state has to be overcome. When the velocity-transient is applied on the inlet the fluid is
forced to decelerate. This requires a pressure gradient which in these cases mostly acts in the
stream wise direction. Figure 24 shows a contour plot of static pressure in the symmetry plane
when the inlet boundary condition is decelerated to illustrate this phenomena. When this
pressure pillar acts on the disc it causes a closing torque on the disc. When this torque
together with the weight of the disc overcomes the torque holding the disc up, it will start to
close. Thus, even though the fluid in a steady state situation with a certain velocity would
hold the disc up in its top position, it could in a situation with the same fluid velocity, but with
a decelerating flow, force the disc to move.

Figure 24 - Static gauge pressure is shown in a contour plot in the symmetry plane. The constant deceleration 20160 kg/s2
(214.8 m/s2) is applied on the inlet boundary condition, causing a pressure gradient in the system.

Due to the different applied decelerations this overcome of the pressure, holding the disc up,
will occur at different inlet velocities. A higher deceleration will overcome this pressure
earlier in the transient, i.e. at a higher velocity. Figure 25 shows the inlet velocity at incipient
disc movement for the different decelerations simulated.
If the check valve starts to close due to for example a pipe rupture, it could be of high interest
to not have fluid traveling upstream the system. Simulations show that this would occur and
with different amount for different flows. By simply integrating the mass flow rate on the
inlet over time, starting at the time just before back flow, the amount of water flowing back
through the pipe is given. Figure 26 shows this amount for the different simulations.
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Figure 25 - The inlet velocity at the time of incipient disc movement is shown for the different simulations
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Figure 26 - The amount of water that flows back before the disc is fully closed is shown for the different simulations.

As mentioned in the introduction the pressure surge that will occur in a valve slam situation
can for an undamped swing check valve be predicted using the Joukowsky equation.

Figure 27 shows the maximum velocity that appears just before closure and since a prediction
of the pressure rise is proportional to that velocity in the Joukowsky equation, the pressure
rise prediction is also shown on a secondary axis.
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Figure 27 - Maximum velocity and calculated pressure rise using the Joukowsky equation for the different simulations
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4.2.3.1 Correlations
To be able to create a model of the swing check valve, correlations has to be found that relate
different properties of the dynamics of the disc to different properties of the flow. Figure 28
shows the disc angle plotted against the mass flow for the different transients. The right plot is
modified such that the minimum and maximum mass flows coincide in order to see trends in
the behavior throughout the different transients. This is made by translating all curves
horizontally such that they all start at zero mass flow. The mass flows are then scaled against
their corresponding end values such that they all end up in value one.

Angle [°]

Figure 29 shows the first order numerical time derivative of the disc angle plotted against the
corresponding mass flow for all different transients. This shows the disc angular velocity’s
dependency of the fluid velocity and acceleration. The right plot shows the different trends by
following the same approach as described in the last section, however, in this plot the y axis is
scaled too.

Mass flow at inlet [kg/s]

Angular velocity [rad/s]

Figure 28 - Disc angle is plotted versus mass flow at the inlet boundary for all transients. In the right plot the mass flow is
scaled with the end mass flow for each transient

Mass flow at inlet [kg/s]
Figure 29 - Disc angular velocity is plotted versus mass flow at the inlet boundary for all transients. In the right plot the
mass flow is scaled with the end mass flow for each transient
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4.2.3.1.1 Hydraulic torque – mass flow correlation
It might be clear that the hydraulic torque, for all transients, performs an opening force on the
disc in the beginning of a transient and that it performs a closing force on the disc in the end
of a transient, when the flow is backward. However, what happens in between varies among
the different transients. Figure 30 shows a torque-mass flow graph for the different transients.
If the graph is divided into its four natural quadrants (illustrated by Q1-Q4 in the right plot in
Figure 30) it is possible to imagine the four following scenarios; In the first quadrant the
hydraulic torque is positive, i.e. performing a closing force on the disc and the mass flow on
the inlet is positive, i.e. directed downstream. In the second quadrant the hydraulic torque is
still positive, but the flow in the inlet has turned and is now flowing back. In quadrant three
the hydraulic torque is negative, i.e. it is performing an opening force on the disc, but the
mass flow is still directed backwards. In quadrant four, the hydraulic torque is still negative,
but now with a positive mass flow.

Q1
Q2

Q3

Q4

Figure 30 - Hydraulic torque - mass flow correlation is shown for different transients. The right part shows a zoomed in view
of the early part of the transients to show the four quadrant-scenarios

All simulations starts in the fourth quadrant, i.e. with a positive mass flow and a negative fluid
torque holding the disc up in its top position. Observe that the mass flow at incipient disc
movement is different for all transient. It is possible to follow a transient’s different scenarios
by simply following the corresponding line, starting in quadrant four from the exact time of
incipient disc movement. The hydraulic torque is here equated to the submerged weight
torque. Noteworthy here is a difference between the here and after called faster transient
( 5040 kg/s2) and the slower transients ( 2520 kg/s2). For the faster transients the hydraulic
torque becomes positive even before the mass flow has turned, and they thereby never pass
quadrant three. This is caused by the great pressure pillar that is created by the strong
deceleration. The slower transients on the other hand never pass quadrant one, but do
experience quadrant three where the flow is directed backwards but the hydraulic torque is
still acting opening on the disk. This is caused by the local flow situation and is illustrated in
Figure 31, which shows static gauge pressure, both on the disc but also in the symmetry plane,
for transient 630 kg/s2 in a time where it occurs in the third quadrant. The pressure field varies
a lot over the disc surface and it seems that the most part of the surface has got a pressure
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difference on the front and back side that should result in a closing torque. But, at the far end
of the disc, where the lever is largest, there is a small area with a lot higher pressure on the
closing side of the disc than on the back side. This local flow situation overcomes the rest of
the closing pressure field and the result is an opening hydraulic torque. It is probably caused
by the geometrical design of the valve. Also a dark area in the symmetry plane can be seen,
this is a wake caused by the drag that occurs when the disc is closing. This also pulls the disc
upwards. Despite this, the disc is still closing since the submerged weight torque overcomes
the hydraulic torque.

Figure 31 - Static gauge pressure in the symmetry plane and on the disc surface is shown for transient 630 kg/s 2 at a time in
quadrant three (Q3)

By utilizing the same translation- and scale approach on the hydraulic torque curves as it was
made on the disc angle curves, it is easier to compare the different trends in the dynamic
behavior throughout the sequences. The result of this is that all transients start at value zero
and ends in value one, for both mass flow and torque (Figure 32). The right part is a zoom in
of the first half part of all transient sequences.

Figure 32 - Scaled hydraulic torque is plotted against the normalized closing sequence
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The hydraulic torque is increasing throughout all transients. For the slower transients there is
a clear change in the behavior in the first half of the transients. For simulation 1260 kg/s2 in
Figure 32 the torque-curve has got a rapidly change in inclination at about 15% of the total
sequence, whereupon it stays almost constant for a while, thereafter it continues with a
slightly less inclination than before. Short after that it decreases again, followed by a slightly
milder recover in inclination again. This kind of behavior can be seen for all slow transients,
but for the faster transients this wobbling behavior does not exist. Also, all curves sort of
include one concave part and one convex part, for which the concave part seems to cover a
smaller and smaller part of the transient the faster deceleration there is. To show this Figure
33 shows 80 % of the flow transient for 630 kg/s2 –simulation and 5040 kg/s2–simulation.
The wobbling behavior in the beginning of the 630 kg/s2 –simulation cannot be seen in the
5040 kg/s2–simulation, and the first concave part is smaller for the 5040 kg/s2–simulation than
for the for 630 kg/s2 –simulation.

convex
convex

concave

concave
Figure 33 - The scaled hydraulic torque is for 80% of the closing sequence for 630 kg/s 2 case and 5040 kg/s2 case plotted
against the normalized closing sequence

The wobbling probably arise from the drag that occurs in the slower transients when the disc
starts to move, since the pressure caused by the acceleration is not that large. The drag
reduces the hydraulic torque, and as the discs velocity decreases the pressure will increase on
the back side of the disc, increasing the hydraulic torque again. The moment that the hydraulic
torque changes from being concave to convex seem to occur a short moment after the flow
has turned, and since the maximum reversed flow increases with increased deceleration, this
moment occurs in an earlier part of the sequence for the faster transients. In a further increase
in deceleration the convex part would probably cover the whole transient.
4.2.3.1.2 Hydraulic torque coefficients
Results from the approach of splitting the hydraulic torque into two additive components (Li
& Liou, 2003) are presented. The two coefficients are derived in all simulations and are
plotted against disc angle throughout the simulations (Figure 34). The stationary torque
coefficient is regarded as function of disc angle and the direction of the flow, and the values
are interpolated from the results in the steady state simulations in Figure 18. The coefficient
will take values first from the forward flow curve, and then after the flow has turned, switch
to the other backward flow curve.
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The slowest transient has reached the smallest angle at the time of turning flow, while the
faster transients almost experience the entire sequence in backward flow. The step will not
have any step-effect on the derived torque, since the coefficient is multiplied with the
velocity, which in this time of the simulation is zero.

Figure 34 - Stationary and rotational hydraulic torque coefficients are plotted versus disc angle for all transients

The rotational torque coefficients for the different transients seem to have two different
behaviors. All curves seem to approach infinity when the disc is at its top position. This is due
to the expression of CHS which has got the disc velocity in the denominator, which is of zero
value at start. Then for slower transients (<=2520 kg/s2) it decreases quite rapidly whereupon
it turns and starts to increase. At a certain angle, common for all simulations around 15
degrees disc angle, it increases quite fast, followed by fast turn again, decreasing. What can be
observed for the faster transients (>=5040kg/s2) is that the rotational torque coefficient almost
reaches zero value just above 46 degrees, whereupon it increases again following the same
behavior as the slower transients. The reason for this behavior should be investigated further,
and will be discussed later in the report.
Since the rotational torque is calculated by multiplying the rotational torque coefficient with
the disc angular velocity it is hard to directly see its contribution to the fluid torque by only
looking at Figure 34. Using the coefficients above to go the other way around and evaluate the
two hydraulic torques will yield this. This can be seen in Figure 35 where also the weight
torque and the total net torque, calculated and obtained by the solver, are plotted versus disc
angle for simulation 630 kg/s2 (6.7 m/s2). The direction of the flow decides what sign should
be used for the two hydraulic torque components, since they are both proportional to squared
velocities and otherwise would be all positive. Observe that all torques in Figure 36 have
switch signs in order to simplify comparison with upcoming figures, i.e. a negative torque
wants to close the disc and vice versa. The curves are cut just below 6 degrees for better
visualization, since the magnitude of the torques increases a lot in the late part of closure.
(Li & Liou, 2003) used the approach described developing a 1D-model which they tested
against experiments on a 2 inch swing check valve where they applied a constant deceleration
of 5.7 m/s2 from a steady state situation. Since their valve is relatively small they have also
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taken the friction into account in the numerical model. The torques involved in the numerical
simulation are plotted against disc angle in Figure 36 and can be compared to the results from
this thesis in Figure 35.

Figure 35 - All torques involved in the 630 kg/s2 (6.7 m/s2) case are plotted versus disc angle. The hydraulic torque is divided
and calculated according to (Li & Liou, 2003)
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TW = Weight torque
THS = Stationary hydraulic torque contribution
THR = Rotational hydraulic torque contribution
TF = Friction torque

Figure 36 - All torques involved in a numerical simulation performed by (Li & Liou, 2003) on a 2 inch swing check valve
with a constant deceleration of 5.7 m/s2

It is clear that the behaviors of the different torques are very similar in this thesis as in the 1Dnumerical simulation of (Li & Liou, 2003). The rotational hydraulic torque is constantly
counteracting the movement, as a sort of damping effect from the water. The stationary
hydraulic torque wants to open the valve as long as the flow is directed forward and then
when the flow has turned it wants to close the valve. The weight of the disc is acting to close
the valve but decreases throughout the simulations as the horizontal distance from the pivot
pin to the center of gravity of the disc decreases. It plays a noteworthy role in the majority of
the closing sequence in transient of this magnitude, but has minor influence on the faster ones.
Figure 37 shows a similar all-torque versus disc angle-plot as Figure 35, but for transient
20160 kg/s2. The weight torque is here almost negligible since the hydraulic torque is really
high. The stationary hydraulic torque contribution is negative almost throughout the whole
simulation, as the disc has not closed almost anything when the flow turns. For all the faster
transients of which the rotational coefficients experienced a zero value just above 46 degrees,
the calculation of the rotational hydraulic torque failed from start to this position. This is
shown in the zoomed in view, where the “Total torque – calculated” does not follow the
torque achieved from the solver until about 47.5 degrees, as a result of the miss-calculated
rotational hydraulic torque contribution. But after that the curves coincide as good as for the
other simulations. This problem is discussed under Further discussion.
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Figure 37 - All torques involved in the 20160 kg/s2 (214.8 m/s2) case are plotted versus disc angle. The hydraulic torque is
divided and calculated according to (Li & Liou, 2003)

4.2.3.1.3 Comparison steady state and transient analysis
To understand the importance of taking the disc movement into account, contour plots of the
static pressure on the disc at two different angles are shown in Figure 38. The color bar is
empty of numbers since the absolute values of the pressure are not comparable, but the
pressure distributions are. Red color means high static gauge pressure and blue means low.
The upper part of the figure shows a time in the transient simulation 630 kg/s2 (6.7 m/s2)
where the fluid is still flowing in forward direction and the disc angle is 52 degrees. This is
compared with the steady state simulation with the same angle. The lower part of the figure
shows a later time in the transient simulation where the flow has turned and the disc angle is
only 16 degrees. A steady state simulation is also showed here for the same angle and
direction of the flow.
At 52 degrees the difference in pressure distribution is not that large. This is because the disc
has just started to move in the transient simulation and thus the angular velocity is not that
big. There is, however, a substantial difference in the pressure distribution when the disc is at
16°, where the angular velocity is higher.
The faster deceleration there is, the larger difference there will be between the steady stateand the transient simulations. On the other hand, if the deceleration is small enough the results
would be similar. None of the performed simulations showed that behavior, hence they were
too fast. When the disc moves with the flow the pressure is reduced, and if this is ignored the
disc will close faster than in reality.
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Disc angle 52˚

Transient

Steady State

Disc angle 16˚

Steady State

Transient

Figure 38 - Contour plots of static gauge pressure on the disc for two different disc angles. Comparisons of the pressure distribution
between the steady state simulations and the transient simulations are made. No values are shown since the purpose is to compare pressure
distribution, rather than actual values.
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5

Further discussion and conclusions

In this thesis correlations between the torque, the mass flow, and the rate of change of the
mass flow are found. These could be used in the continuous work towards a better 1D-model
of a swing check valve. It is also found how the closing time varies with different
decelerations, assuming an initial steady state situation. Back flow do occur through the valve
before it is fully closed and the amount of water is presented for different decelerations. A
prediction of the pressure rise after valve closure is presented using the maximum velocity of
the back flow.
There is always an uncertainty in the results of CFD-simulations. Since there was a quite large
difference in the obtained torque in the steady state simulations depending on what turbulence
model that was used, this should have been investigated for the transient simulations as well.
What turbulence model that best models the reality would, however, require experiments to
examine. The mesh was thoroughly investigated for the steady state simulations and should
yield mesh independent steady state simulations. The mesh for the transient simulations was
not investigated but an improved mesh would probably not yield any better results since the
mesh study for the steady state case showed mesh independency and similar settings were
used in the transient mesh. The master thesis of (Turesson, 2011) also showed that mesh
settings did not have any significant impact on the closing time for the transient simulations.
Other settings as discretization schemes, pressure-velocity coupling and explicit/implicit
solver and degree of convergence was not thoroughly investigated and could of course affect
the results as well, although this did not have significant impact on the results in the report of
(Turesson, 2011).The transient simulations were started while forcing the disc to be fixed in
space, followed by letting it go. The torque on the disc while holding it still varied a few
percent and the choice of the time letting it go could also have had an effect on the closing
time, although it is probably small in context since the torque increases several orders of
magnitude throughout the simulation.
The incompressible assumption of the water eliminates all pressure waves in the system and
all information is transferred instantaneously through the domain. This probably did not have
any impact on the results in this study, but if an even faster transient were to be simulated, the
delay that actually occurs might be of higher importance.
After an undamped swing check valve has rapidly closed, it will reopen due to water hammers
in the system. In this thesis only simulations with decelerating flow have been performed,
which could be a good basis for a new model in 1D-codes. But, in order to create a full model,
the opening procedure also has to be investigated.
The problem of calculating correct hydraulic torque contributions in the very start of the faster
transients is probably a result of trying to implement a method created for 1D-calculations to
3D-calculations. What happens in the beginning for these transients is that the hydraulic
torque wants to close the valve even though the flow is directed downstream because of the
large pressure gradient that occurs when the flow is decelerated. Since these decelerations that
in this study showed this behavior are of a much higher magnitude than the ones used in the
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work of (Li & Liou, 2003), this particular situation might not have been considered while
evaluating their method.
For the transients simulations the pressure coefficient is not measurable in the same manner as
in the steady state simulations, which makes it hard to find a correlation between the actual
torque on the disc and the pressure drop over the valve. But by using the modelling-technique
purposed by (Li & Liou, 2003) a correlation between the torque and the mass flow is
obtained, where the rotational torque coefficient takes care of the changed pressure
distribution created by the fluid velocity when decelerating. The advantage with this is that it
would be possible to use CFD-simulations for bringing out the sought coefficients. All
necessary simulations to obtain the torque coefficients were not performed in this study. The
water velocity dependency of the rotational hydraulic torque coefficient was not tested. The
simulations needed can be found in the article (Li & Liou, 2003) under what experiments that
were done in order to obtain the coefficients.
In order to create a model based on the results presented in this thesis, equations that describe
the correlations has to be found. Further simulations like openings of the valve and other
types of decelerations might be needed for the implementation.

6

Further work

To create a new 1D-model there would as mentioned probably be need for further
simulations. CFD-simulations of accelerating water should be performed in order to
investigate the dynamics for an opening of the valve as well. A coarser mesh than the one
used in this study should be created, in order to achieve more simulations in a shorter time
with little loss of accuracy. Further CFD-simulations letting the disc fully close and reopen
again would also be interesting. By adding compressibility and two-phase flow, it would be
possible to simulate transients including valve slam phenomenon and evaporation, which is
possible with today’s CFD-codes.
After a model is created from the results in the CFD-simulations, it should be implemented in
Relap5 and run, whereupon the results should be investigated and compared with CFDresults, starting an iterative process between the programs. In this way, together with
experimental comparisons, the best model of a swing check valve could be obtained.
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8

Appendix

8.1 Dynamic characteristics of a check valve (Provoost, 1983)

Figure 39 - Dynamic characteristic of 200 mm Gestra Dual Flapper Type Valve BB16 with super strong springs for
horizontal position (valve fully open at liquid velocity of 4,8 m/s) (Provoost, 1983)
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8.2 Mesh study
8.2.1 Prism layer study

Figure 40 - Monitorings of area weighted average static gauge pressure at the two planes, together with torque around the
pivot axis, for the prism layer investigation

8.2.2 Bulk mesh study

Figure 41 - Monitorings of area weighted average static gauge pressure at the two planes, together with torque around the
pivot axis, for the bulk mesh investigation
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8.3 UDF for dynamic mesh movement
Here follows the UDF-code used in Fluent’s 6DOF-solver controlling the movement of the
disc.
#include "udf.h"
#include "f_wall.h"
DEFINE_SDOF_PROPERTIES(sdof_properties, prop, dt, time, dtime)
{
Domain *domain = Get_Domain(1);
Thread *thread_a = Lookup_Thread(domain,84);
Thread *thread_b = Lookup_Thread(domain,77);
Thread *thread_c = Lookup_Thread(domain,10);
real
x_cg_a[3],f_glob_a[3],m_glob_a[3],x_cg_b[3],f_glob_b[3],m_glob_b[3],x_cg_c[3],f_glob_c[
3],m_glob_c[3];
float netmoment;
x_cg_a[0] = 0;
x_cg_b[0] = 0;
x_cg_c[0] = 0;
Compute_Force_And_Moment(domain,thread_a,x_cg_a,f_glob_a,m_glob_a,TR
UE);
Compute_Force_And_Moment(domain,thread_b,x_cg_b,f_glob_b,m_glob_b,T
RUE);
Compute_Force_And_Moment(domain,thread_c,x_cg_c,f_glob_c,m_glob_c,TR
UE);
prop[SDOF_MASS] = 55.235;
the boyancy effect. m-disc = 62.235, m-fluid = 7.000; */
prop[SDOF_IXX] = 0.989;
prop[SDOF_IYY] = 4.841;
prop[SDOF_IZZ] = 0.786;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_X] = TRUE;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_Y] = TRUE;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_TRANS_Z] = TRUE;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_X] = TRUE;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Y] = FALSE;
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Z] = TRUE;
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/* Mass, compensated for

prop[SDOF_LOAD_M_Y] = 0.255*prop[SDOF_MASS]*9.818*sin(DT_THETA (dt)[1]); /*adding torque
due to gravity to total torque, minus sign because of negative defined angle */
netmoment = (m_glob_a[1] + m_glob_b[1] + m_glob_c[1] +
prop[SDOF_LOAD_M_Y]);
if((DT_THETA(dt)[1] <= -1.02974 &&
netmoment < 0) || (DT_THETA(dt)[1] >= -0.19199))
/* If the disc starts in the allowed fully
opened state, -59 degrees, it will be forced to stay there until the net moment becomes larger
than zero. If the disc starts to close, and then re-opens to -59 degrees, it will crash. If it travels
by the allowed closing state, -11 degrees, it will be forced to stay in that position and "Disc
hit..." will be displayed. */
{
prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Y] = TRUE;
printf ("Disc hit the seat/roof ");
}
else
{

prop[SDOF_ZERO_ROT_Y] = FALSE;
}
printf ("6DOFvinkel = ");
printf ("%f", DT_THETA(dt)[1]);
printf ("Added Torque = ");
printf ("%f", prop[SDOF_LOAD_M_Y]);
printf ("Net Torque = ");
printf ("%f", netmoment);
printf ("\n updated 6DOF properties");
}
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